
MARKING RUBRIC FOR SHORT ESSAY

iRubric N4AA Use this rubric for grading student responses that are part of a test or quiz that include other types of
questions as well. Can be customized for.

Evidence of independent thought. Once students complete the essay have them first score their own essay
using the rubric, and then switch with a partner. Excellent command of subject matter. Informal Essay Rubric.
Sufficent substantiation of claim. Details are in logical order. Inadequate substantiation of claims. Once
peer-editing is complete, have students hand in their essay's. Conclusion is recognizable, but does not tie up all
loose ends. Updated August 07, An essay rubric is a way teachers assess students' essay writing by using
specific criteria to grade assignments. A capacity for independent thought, though not fully realized. Some
transitions work well; connections between other ideas are fuzzy. If used effectively, rubrics can help improve
students' writing. Relevant, telling, quality details give important information, going beyond the obvious or
predictable. Transitions clearly show how ideas are connected, but there is little variety. There is no clear
introduction of the main topic or structure of the paper. A reasonable command of subject matter. Pacing is
well-controlled, but sometimes the same point is repeated. Supporting details and information are somewhat
relevant, but key points are unsupported. Introduction states thesis but does not adequately preview the
structure, nor is it particularly inviting. This peer-editing process is a quick and reliable way to see how well
the student did on their assignment. Make sure to offer students examples if they did not meet the criteria
listed. Introduction is inviting, states the thesis, and previews the structure of the paper. Unexamined, cliched
thinking. Thesis stands out and is supported by details. Inconsistent substantiation of claim. Introduction
clearly states thesis and previews structure, but is not particularly inviting to reader. Review each criterion
with the students and give them specific examples of what you want so they will know what is expected of
them. She has provided remedial enrichment curriculums and worked with both bilingual and special needs
students. Conclusion is recognizable and ties up almost all loose ends. Pacing is uneven, same point repeated,
or too much time on details. Now it is your turn to evaluate the assignment according to the criteria on the
rubric. Supporting details are relevant, but one or more key issues is unsupported. Next, assign students to
write the essay, reminding them of the criteria and your expectations for the assignment. Supporting details are
a seemingly random collection of information, unclear, or not related to the topic. Pacing is well-controlled,
but there is a lack of elaboration in some areas. It's also good practice to learn criticism and become a more
efficient writer. A variety of thoughtful transitions show how ideas are connected. Inadequate command of
subject matter.


